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Regular periodic care of your Tropitone® furniture will maintain its 
appearance and functionality better than occasional, heavy duty 
maintenance. Consider the specific conditions and usage to which your 
product is exposed so appropriate maintenance is provided. Product failure 
caused by a lack of reasonable and necessary care and maintenance is not 
covered by the product warranty.

frames

Regularly tighten all hardware to avoid loosening which can lead to bolt 
failure and product breakage. Replace missing hardware (remove product 
from service until repaired). Regularly tighten the headrest bolts on all chaise 
lounges and recliners. Confirm movement is smooth without binding and that 
the ratchet engages properly at each position.

painted finishes

Painted finishes are used on aluminum seating, tables and umbrellas. 
Periodically clean the finish with a sponge or soft bristle brush using a 
cleaning solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid soap in a 
gallon of lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). Rinse thoroughly. Avoid using 
abrasive cleaners. For gloss finishes, we recommend periodic waxing of the 
frame with a high grade automotive liquid wax or the use of a commercially 
available protectant to help maintain and/or restore the luster of the finish. 
Protectants can be purchased at most casual furniture retailers. 

caution seaside/indoor pool areas: In seaside use, salt can accumulate 
on the finish, leading to finish failure. In indoor pool areas, chlorides 
can accumulate on the finish, leading to finish failure. In both of these 
environments, repeated cycles of condensation followed by evaporation 
cause build-up of these aggressive corrosives. Regular cleaning with mild 
biodegradable liquid soap and water will remove the concentrated deposits 
and protect the furniture finish per the above instructions. 
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fabric

The life of your furniture fabric largely depends on its care. Clean all spills 
promptly. Fabric life can be extended by simply rinsing down the furniture 
regularly with water. Certain suntan and sun block products may permanently 
discolor any fabric. This possibility can be minimized by immediately cleaning 
after contact. In addition, storing the cushions when not in use will extend 
cushion life. 

Prepare a cleaning solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid 
soap in a gallon of lukewarm water (no warmer than 100º F / 38º C).  
Clean fabric with the solution using a sponge or soft bristle brush.  
Rinse thoroughly with clean water. Allow to air dry.  

hint: Standing a cushion on its side will help it drain faster. 

caution: Certain suntan and sun block products contain "PABA". PABA 
is harmful to fabric and can permanently discolor it; therefore, contact 
with cushions or slings should be avoided. If contact is made, cleaning the 
fabric immediately with a non-abrasive, mild biodegradable soap and water 
solution followed by a fresh water rinse may minimize the possibility of 
discoloration. Laying a beach towel over the cushions or slings of outdoor 
furniture whenever you are using the furniture will prolong the fabric life. 

 X Do not use a bleach solution unless specifically listed as a cleaning   
  agent for the specific fabric, such as for solution dyed acrylics.
 X Do not submerse or allow cushions to lie in standing water. 
 X Do not put cushions into the dryer.
 X Do not use harsh detergents or stiff bristle brushes.
 X Do not use Pine Oil cleaners or abrasive household cleaners.
 X Do not use heat or hot water.

Mildew may form on dirt or other substances deposited upon the fabric. 
Regular cleaning of the furniture will help to prevent its forming. If mildew 
does develop, add 1 cup bleach to the cleaning solution. Apply to the 
affected area and allow to soak in. Scrub with a soft bristle brush, then rinse 
thoroughly. Repeat if necessary. For stubborn mildew stains, use a household 
mildew remover – test in an inconspicuous location first. FOLLOW THE 
MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS. 

faux leather

Clean all spills promptly. For a quick, easy clean up – use baby wipes.  
For general cleaning, follow the instructions in the CLEANING AND CARE– 
FABRIC section. 
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straps, lacing and ez span™ segments

Vinyl straps, lacing and EZ Span™ segments must be cleaned frequently with 
a sponge or soft bristle brush using a cleaning solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) 
mild biodegradable liquid soap in a gallon of lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). 
Rinse thoroughly. 

In geographical areas with high concentrations of acid rain, fog and/or smog, 
vinyl must be cleaned monthly with a lukewarm water and ammonia mixture. 
Use three parts water to one part ammonia. Rinse thoroughly.

For furniture with woven straps or lacing, be sure to lift and clean beneath 
the strap and/or lace intersections. Commercial casual furniture cleaners will 
help lift embedded dirt and oil from vinyl and are available at leading casual 
furniture dealers. EZ Span™ segments have a slight texture; the segments 
may be cleaned lightly with a non-scratch scrub sponge or soft bristle brush 
to lift embedded dirt. caution: Do NOT use abrasive cleaners on vinyl straps, 
lacing or EZ Span™ segments.

caution: Certain suntan and sun block products contain "PABA". PABA is 
harmful to vinyl and can permanently discolor it; therefore, contact with vinyl 
straps or lacing should be avoided. If contact is made, cleaning the vinyl 
immediately with a non-abrasive, mild biodegradable soap and water solution 
followed by a fresh water rinse may minimize the possibility of discoloration. 
Laying a beach towel over the vinyl straps of outdoor furniture whenever you 
are using the furniture will help protect the vinyl from the discoloring effects 
of PABA. 

woven buckets

Clean all spills promptly. Follow the instructions in the CLEANING AND CARE– 
FABRIC section. 

stainless steel

Remove cushions, and accessory pillows to prevent staining of fabric, as 
cleaners used on stainless steel may not be appropriate for fabric. Unsnap 
back and seat cushions, by gently pulling the snap at the connection to the 
cushion. Stack on a clean and dry surface.

Apply a cleaning solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid soap 
in a gallon of lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C) using a soft, clean cloth. Rub 
with the grain of the metal. Rinse furniture thoroughly with clean water. 
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Dry thoroughly to prevent streaks, rubbing with the grain. Thorough 
rinsing and drying will remove detergent and allow the metal to "breathe", 
preventing corrosion.

Install seat cushions and snap into place. Install back cushions and snap 
into place. Notice corner module back cushions have a left and right back 
cushion. Replace accessory pillows.

caution: Do NOT use the following products on stainless steel – damage  
may occur:

 X Bleach or cleaners containing bleach (can corrode stainless steel)
 X Hydrochloric acid or cleaners with chloride (can corrode stainless steel)
 X Abrasive pads or cleaners (will scratch or polish finish)
 X Rubbing motion against metal grain (can change finish)

stain or rust removal
Should a stain or rust occur on the stainless steel, promptly clean the 
deposit. Lingering stains can become permanent. Rust can permanently etch 
or pit the stainless steel.

Apply a non-abrasive stainless steel cleaner/polish. FOLLOW THE 
MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS. Test in an inconspicuous spot to insure 
original finish isn’t altered. Remember to rub with the metal grain (not in 
a circular motion). Rinse furniture thoroughly with clean water. Finally, dry 
thoroughly to prevent streaks, rubbing with the grain.

If the stain or rust remains, you can use a Scotch-Brite® No Scratch Multi-
Purpose Scrub Sponge or a Scotch-Brite® General Purpose Hand Pad 7447 
to polish the stainless steel. It is critical to rub with the metal grain (not in 
a circular motion). Rinse furniture thoroughly with clean water. Finally, dry 
thoroughly to prevent streaks, rubbing with the grain.

caution: Salt or acid (from coffee, wine, orange juice, tomato juice, lemon, 
etc) can discolor stainless steel if not cleaned up promptly.

caution seaside/indoor pool areas: Stainless steel products used in 
seaside or indoor pool settings will require more frequent cleaning to remove 
chloride deposits to prevent corrosion and etching.
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table tops

acrylic
Avoid build-up of grease and stains by washing regularly with a cleaning 
solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid soap in a gallon of 
lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). Rinse thoroughly with clean water. 

hint: Occasional use of a high grade automotive liquid wax will help keep the 
acrylic table looking new. 

 X Do not use window cleaners or products containing ammonia or   
  solvents on acrylic tops.
 X Do not use plastic covers over acrylic table tops. The resulting heat   
  accumulation may cause the acrylic to bow.

cast aluminum tops and aluminum frames
Follow the instructions in the CLEANING AND CARE–PAINTED FINISHES  
section. 

fiberglass 
Use a glass cleaner with ammonia.

glass
Use a glass cleaner with ammonia. 

hpl
Avoid build-up of grease and stains by washing regularly with a cleaning 
solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid soap in a gallon of 
lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

stoneworks® solid surface
Avoid build-up of grease and stains by washing regularly with a non-abrasive 
sponge or soft bristle brush with a cleaning solution of 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild 
biodegradable liquid soap in a gallon of lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). To 
release embedded dirt, use a vinegar and water solution (equal parts each). 
Rinse thoroughly with clean water. 

stoneworks® faux granite
A light coat of liquid car wax may be applied after cleaning to enhance the 
top’s surface appearance.
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natural stone cleaning 

granite
routine care:

	ü		Clean spills immediately
	ü	Use a soft cloth to wipe stone
	ü	Use coasters
	ü	Only use products labeled for natural stone cleaning
	ü	Protect stone surface from hot items
 
To clean granite and marble, apply the natural stone cleaner to the stone 
surface. FOLLOW THE MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS. Wipe off with a 
soft, absorbent cloth. For heavily soiled areas, allow cleaner to stand for 
about one minute before wiping off.

caution: Alcohol or acid (from coffee, wine, orange juice, tomato juice, 
lemon, etc.) can etch stone sealer and natural stone if not cleaned up 
promptly. This will promote staining.

caution: The following should NOT be used to clean natural stone – damage 
may occur:

 X Bleach or cleaners with bleach
 X Glass cleaners
 X Vinegar
 X Ammonia
 X Cleaners containing lemon or orange
 X Abrasive powders or liquids
 X Scouring pad or scrubbing sponge 
 
note: If a detergent is used on stone surface, a soap film will develop. Clean 
with a stone cleaner to remove the soap film.

If liquids darken or discolor the stone surface, sealer re-coating is necessary 
immediately. See the Natural Stone Sealing section.
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natural stone sealing

Sealing with quality stone care products will help to protect the granite from 
absorbing liquids and staining. In a residential setting, sealing on a semi-
annual (twice yearly) basis should be sufficient. In a contract environment, 
more frequent sealing will be needed. 

Sun exposure and other factors increase sealing frequency. If liquids darken 
or discolors the stone surface, sealer re-coating is necessary immediately.  
Test by allowing water to remain for ten (10) minutes and observing the  
stone surface. If the stone darkens or absorbs the liquid, immediate sealing 
 is needed.

FOLLOWING THE MANUFACTURER’S NATURAL STONE SEALER INSTRUCTIONS 
IS CRITICAL FOR GOOD RESULTS. Sealing with a penetrating (or impregnating) 
sealer will provide a protective coating to stand up to the daily use of stone 
cleaners and normal exposure to liquids, while minimizing opportunity for 
liquids and stains to penetrate the stone. Multiple coats of sealer may be 
needed on porous stone. Repeat penetrating sealer application until sealer 
isn’t absorbed by the stone.

Should your natural stone incur a stain, contact a local stone resource for 
products and guidance regarding stain removal. Stain removal is difficult – in 
some cases, only fading of the stain will be achieved. It is far better to prevent 
stains with proper cleaning and sealing. 
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rotoform3 polymer

The contemporary design is enhanced with a wide selection of fabrics and 
complemented by comfortable cushion design. Should the cushions become 
wet, remove cushions from the base and stand on end to allow to drain and 
dry. Wipe down the base deck surface to remove any residual water.

Remove cushions, bolsters, and throw pillows to prevent staining of fabric, 
as cleaners used on polymer resin furniture are not appropriate for fabric. 
Unsnap back and seat cushions by gently pulling the snap at the connection 
to the cushion. Stack on a clean and dry surface.

Apply cleaning solution (Simple Green®, Mr. Clean®, or other non-abrasive 
multi-purpose cleaner) directly to heavily soiled areas. Using a mild scrub 
sponge, wipe the entire furniture surface. Heavily soiled areas can be 
scrubbed with the scouring pad or scrubbing sponge. 

Rinse furniture thoroughly with clean water. Dry completely before installing 
cushions. Install seat cushions and snap into place. Install back cushions and 
snap into place. Replace bolsters and throw pillows.

lighted product

When using outdoors, basic safety precautions should always be followed to 
reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, and personal injury.

Ground Fault Circuit Interruption (GFCI) protection is required on the circuit 
or outlet to be used for any wet location, including all outdoor locations.  
Receptacles are available which have built in GFCI protection and are 
acceptable to be used for this measure of safety.

Refer to the Tropitone Installation Instructions that were shipped with your 
product for further information. 
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teak wood

Periodically clean teak with a sponge or soft bristle brush using a cleaning 
solution with 1/4 cup (2 oz.) mild biodegradable liquid soap in a gallon of 
lukewarm water (100º F / 38º C). Rinse thoroughly.

Teak will naturally weather to a soft grey patina color over time when exposed 
to the elements. This process could take up to several years depending on 
your climate. If you desire this natural finish, do nothing to the teak furniture 
other than periodic cleaning described above. 

Mildew may form on teak; regular cleaning of outdoor furniture will help 
to prevent its forming. If mildew does develop, add 1/4 cup bleach to the 
cleaning solution. Apply to the affected area and scrub with a soft bristle 
brush, then rinse thoroughly. Repeat if necessary. 

Should you choose to retain the original look of teak, apply a high grade teak 
wood sealer before the product weathers. FOLLOW THE MANUFACTURER’S 
INSTRUCTIONS. Be aware sealing will become a periodic maintenance 
task. Some teak sealer manufacturers recommend applying teak oil prior to 
sealing, which can intensify the color and grain of the wood. If the teak has 
already weathered and you wish to restore the original finish, apply teak 
wood cleaner that is designed to restore weathered teak. Tropitone® does 
not warranty the furniture finish when sealed or oiled. Always FOLLOW THE 
MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS for application of oil, cleaner and sealer.

caution: Do NOT get teak oil, teak sealer or teak cleaner on the fabric. 
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fire pits

All Tropitone® Fire Pits are designed and intended for outdoor use only. 
Never install or operate indoors. Burning gas (both Natural and LP) 
produces fumes which can be dangerous if inhaled. Always insure there is 
proper ventilation when using any fire products.

Never leave this product on when unattended. Educate all persons, 
including children that may come in contact with this unit of the danger 
of high temperatures produced when operating, including surface 
temperatures. Clothing and other flammable materials should not be hung 
from the appliance, or placed on or near the appliance. Young children 
should be carefully supervised when they are in the area of the appliance.

Tropitone® recommends that all gas products be installed by professionals 
that are licensed by the local authority having jurisdiction in gas piping.

Tropitone® recommends that all gas products installed in the USA and 
Canada be serviced and maintained by professionals that are certified 
by the National Fireplace Institute (NFI) as NFI Specialist or by the Wood 
Energy Technical Training (WETT).
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care and maintenance for fire products

Regular periodic care of your Tropitone® Fire Pit will maintain its appearance 
and functionality better than occasional, heavy duty maintenance. Consider 
the specific conditions and usage to which your product is exposed so 
appropriate maintenance is provided. Product failure caused by a lack of 
reasonable and necessary care and maintenance is not covered by the 
product warranty.

painted finish
Follow the instructions in the CLEANING AND CARE–PAINTED FINISHES  
section. 

fire components 
Refer to the Tropitone® Fire Pit Installation instructions that were shipped 
with your product.

hpl tops
Follow the instructions in the CLEANING AND CARE–TABLE TOPS section.
For current Safety, Operation and Care & Maintenance information for Fire 
Pits, please visit www.tropitone.com/product-care/fire


